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Our Mission


Our mission is to revolutionize healthcare by providing cutting-edge diagnostic solutions that empower individuals and healthcare professionals to make informed decisions about their health.
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DNA Health


 £140.00

   Buy Now  




   




     Accordion Title
Accordion Content

     Why Genetic Health?
You get everything in DNA Lite as well as
 
	60+ additional Health Insight
	DNA-aligned workout planne
	Access to the My Training Area including a huge library of video guides









DNA Transform


 £259.00

   Buy Now  




   





     Accordion Title
Accordion Content

     What is Epigenetics?
Go beyond genetics with Epigenetics. Track how your lifestyle affects your genes!	Our complete genetic wellness package
	Discover and lower your biological age
	Reverse the effects of cellular ageing
	Hearing Age
	Inflammation











	  Compare Kits 



Brain + Face


 £9.99

   See Below  




 




     Accordion #1
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut elit tellus, luctus nec ullamcorper mattis, pulvinar dapibus leo.

     What is Brain  + Face Analysis?
Discover 12 key skincare factors using the latest AI technology.  Help improve your skins health and appearance.


Calculate the rate at which your brain and cognitive health are functioning and perform regular Brain training exercises.








DNA 12


 £120.00

   Find out More  




 




     What is   Face Analysis?
By taking a photo of your face through the Muhdo app we analyse 12 key skincare factors through the latest AI technology such as hydration, skin tone, wrinkles and perceived skin age.
This provides you with a fantastic amount of information to help you improve your skins health and appearance.


     What is DNA 12?
Uncover new Health Insights with a monthly subscription to DNA 12.


Over 40 new health aspects are available – with new aspects released each month for the duration of your subscription.
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DNA Health


 

£140.00


Your entry into the world of DNA discovery. Uncover the truth about your body.
100+ DNA Health Insight Reports, plus a DNA aligned workout planner and My Training Area including a huge video library.


   Buy Now  




DNA Transform


 

£259.00


Go beyond genetics with Epigenetics. Track how your lifestyle affects your genes!
Our complete genetic wellness package, discover and lower your biological age and reverse the effects of cellular ageing.


   Buy Now  




DNA 12


 

£120.00


Uncover new Health Insights with a monthly subscription to DNA 12.
Over 40 new health aspects are available – with new aspects released each month for the duration of your subscription.


   Find Out More  




Face + Brain


 

£9.99


Discover 12 key skincare factors using the latest AI technology. Improve your skins health.
Calculate the rate your brain and cognitive health are functioning and perform regular Brain training exercises.


   Find Out More  








Personalised Brain Training


Trains and strengthens essential cognitive abilities in a professional way. Comprehensive report of results, progress, and evolution.



Cognitive Domains Trained:


	  Memory
	 Perception
	 Reasoning
	 Coordination
	 Attention





1 Month Access:


£9.99


   Find out more  


12 Months Access:


£99.00


   Find out more  

















At Home Health Device Bundle


Muhdo has partnered with AVRO Health – your trusted supplier for wellness on the go!


DIGITAL BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR


   



INFRARED FOREHEAD THERMOMETER


   



FINGERTIP PULSE 
OXIMETER


   



BLOOD GLUCOSE 
METER


   



   

	Tested & calibrated to
	Healthcare Standards
	Pinpoint accuracy at an
	affordable price
	5 year warranty on
	all devices



   FIND OUT MORE!  








Monitor Your Vital Statistics Anytime, Anywhere


Muhdo has partnered with AVRO Health – your trusted supplier for wellness on the go!



DIGITAL BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR


   



INFRARED FOREHEAD THERMOMETER


   



FINGERTIP 
PULSE 
OXIMETER


   



BLOOD 
GLUCOSE 
METER


   



   

	Tested & calibrated to Healthcare Standards
	Pinpoint accuracy at an affordable price
	5 year warranty on all devices



   FIND OUT MORE!  











Personalised Brain Training


Trains and strengthens essential cognitive abilities in a professional way. Comprehensive report of results, progress, and evolution.



Cognitive Domains Trained:


	  Memory
	 Perception
	 Reasoning
	 Coordination
	 Attention





One Month Access:


£9.99


   Find out more  


















At Home Blood Tests


Muhdo has partnered with Randox Health to offer our customers a whole range of at-home health blood tests*





	     Home sample collection
	     Results in 3-5 working days from receipt of sample





 

   Find out more  








At Home Blood Tests


 

Muhdo has partnered with Randox Health to offer our customers a whole range of at-home health blood tests*





   Find out more  









Face Age Analysis


By taking a simple photo of your face through the Muhdo app we analyse 12 key skincare factors such as hydration, skin tone, wrinkles, pores, acne, eye bags and perceived skin age, which has crucially been trained on millions of skin and face images with the latest AI technology.
 
This provides you with a fantastic amount of information to help you improve your skins health and appearance.


   Find out more  




1 Month Access:


£9.99


   Find out more  


12 Months Access:


£99.00


   Find out more  

















Face Age Analysis


By taking a simple photo of your face through the Muhdo app we analyse 12 key skincare factors such as hydration, skin tone, wrinkles, pores, acne, eye bags and perceived skin age, which has crucially been trained on millions of skin and face images with the latest AI technology.
 
This provides you with a fantastic amount of information to help you improve your skins health and appearance.











 

   Find out more  








Your DNA Reports


Your saliva sample is analysed by our custom technology where we look at 1,000 genetic areas and provide over 300 DNA outcomes – more than any other DNA health profile. We report on 5 core health areas with an additional 12 Key Health Insights.


 

 Health



 Caffeine Sensitivity Genetic Bone Mineral Density Genetic Obesity Risk Genetic Type 2 Diabetes Risk Genetic Hypertension Risk Genetic Infection Risk (Cold/Flu)








 

 Diet



 Carbohydrates  Saturated Fats Unsaturated Fats Protein Sugar Response Sweet Taste Bitter Taste Likelihood to Snack Metabolic Rate Fat Distribution Yoyo Diet Response Lactose Intolerance Risk








 

 Physical



 Muscle Power  Muscle Stamina O2 Usage / VO2 Max Anaerobic Threshold Recovery Muscle Mass Inflammation Lean Body Mass Power to Weight Exercise Effect on Weight









 

 Vitamins



 Vitamin D Vitamin A Iron Magnesium Potassium Sodium Vitamin B6 Vitamin B12 Folate Omega-3 Calcium Choline








 

 Supplement Response



 BCAAs Benefit Choline Benefit Glutamine Benefit Creatine Benefit Beta-Alanine Benefit Arginine Benefit








 

 PLUS 12 Key Health Insights



  Full List Of Reports 











Epigenetics.
A World's First!


Muhdo is at the forefront of direct to consumer epigenetic science. Epigenetics allows you to understand and track how your lifestyle and environment affect your genes. 
 
Using progressive Epigenetic science our advanced bioinformatics can calculate your exact age, and our experts can recommend ways to improve your health based on your results. Would you like to reverse the ageing process with an epigenetics test?


   Learn More  
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Meet Our Experts


 Our experts are leaders in their fields. They are the brains behind the science, and they are constantly researching new and exciting areas to share with you. Follow the link below to read more about them.




 Christopher Collins, 
MSST, CISSN
 Head of Physiology









 James Brown, BSc
 Co-Founder and Nutrigenomics Director









 Dr. Richard Siow, 
PhD
 Scientific Advisor







   Find Out More  





Our Lab


We understand that you have given us the responsibility of analysing your DNA, and we take that responsibility very seriously. Your saliva sample is in safe hands as soon as you send it back to us. The process of analysis and storage is undertaken by global leaders in bioanalytic technology who undergo strict quality assurance protocols.


   Find Out More  







How Does It Work?


We do not collect any blood from you, so there are no needles involved. All that is needed from you is a small saliva sample that you send back to us in a pre-paid envelope.
 
Choose the kit that’s right for you and follow these simple steps to begin your health journey.


 

Register


 Download the Muhdo app & follow the onscreen instructions



 

Provide A Sample


 Use the instructions in the kit to provide your saliva sample



 

Post Your Sample


 Post your sample back to us in the pre-paid envelope provided



 

All Done


 You’ll receive your results in 3-4 weeks. We’ll keep you updated!




   Full Instructions  







Trusted by Elite Athletes


Muhdo is trusted by elite athletes, Olympians and professional sports people to improve their performance and their overall wellbeing. Discover how a simple saliva analysis can unlock your genetic gifts


   Buy Now  





Where We’ve Been Featured


Muhdo is the first company in the world to offer commercial epigenetic tracking. Being at the forefront of health science means people want to talk about us.


 



The All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Longevity was put together to address scientific, technological and socio-economic issues concerning Britain’s ageing demographic. Muhdo is proud to sponsor and assist The APPG for Longevity.


   See More  












































FAQs


     What is the difference between DNA profiling and epigenetic testing?
Muhdo’s DNA profiling looks at a particular subset of 1,000 genetic areas specific to human health. From this analysis of your saliva sample we can provide over 300 genetic health reports. Your genetic makeup does not change over time. Epigenetics essentially controls the behaviour of your genes. Your genetic makeup is your blueprint at birth, your epigenetics can be changed through your lifestyle. Epigenetic tracking allows you to have never before insights into your Biological Age, as well as your Hearing, Eye, Memory and Inflammation Health. We’ll also give you expert insights in how to improve these results so when you provide more samples you can actively see improvements over time!

     How long does it take to receive my results?
3-4 weeks. Muhdo has the most advanced and comprehensive analysis of any genetics health and fitness company worldwide, so it takes a while. We are working hard to get our turnaround time down so check when ordering. Epigenetics tests take a little longer due to the complex science involved.

     What happens if my sample gets lost?
In the event that your sample is lost in transit, we are happy to send you a replacement kit free of charge. Should you suspect, that your sample was never received by us, please get in touch with us as soon as possible. This might be the case, if you have not heard anything from us within 2 weeks after sending your sample back to us. In case of more than 2 lost samples, we might ask you for an alternative address to send the replacement kit to.


     How safe is my data?
All our customers’ genetic data is triple locked. First our customers are anonymous to us in the database. Each customer is given a unique ID number, it is only with this code that the customer can unlock their data, and have it displayed on their private health dashboard. Secondly all customer data is encrypted throughout the data journey. So, if anyone were to capture our data it would be both anonymous and encrypted. Thirdly we store customer genetic data on our secure AWS servers. Finally, we are compliant with the highly stringent European General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).

     Why do a Muhdo DNA test?
Muhdo’s DNA profile looks at 1,000 genetic areas (SNPs) and provides over 300 reports based on your genetic makeup. The most conclusive DNA profile available today and more than any other DNA profiling offer. Our product is driven by global leaders in the fields of genetics, nutrition and physiology. This expert input is shown through your DNA results and in the Muhdo mobile app. Your mobile app includes FREE a DNA aligned workout planner and specific nutrition guide with meal planners. Muhdo is also the first company in the world to bring Epigenetic tracking to the consumer, making it possible for everyone to track their internal health at a genetic level. With epigenetic tracking you will learn your biological age and how to improve it – keeping you young on the inside. You’ll also receive a FREE DNA health profile.







Security By Design


 Your data is anonymised, encrypted and stored on our secure servers. We use unique ID numbers and encryption to ensure your data can never be stolen.

 Our mobile apps are supported by a web based enterprise application to administer customer accounts. All of this data is 256-Bit encrypted at rest and end-to-end in the Muhdo platform. All external integrations with our lab partners for distribution and raw data processing/transfer are encrypted with the relevant API tokens.

   Learn More  





DNA Health


 £140.00

   Buy Now  




   




     Accordion Title
Accordion Content

     Why Genetic Health?
You get everything in DNA Lite as well as
 
	60+ additional Health Insight
	DNA-aligned workout planne
	Access to the My Training Area including a huge library of video guides









DNA Transform


 £259.00

   Buy Now  




   





     Accordion Title
Accordion Content

     What is Epigenetics?
Go beyond genetics with Epigenetics. Track how your lifestyle affects your genes!	Our complete genetic wellness package
	Discover and lower your biological age
	Reverse the effects of cellular ageing
	Hearing Age
	Inflammation











	  Compare Kits 



Face Analysis


 £9.99



 

   Buy Now  





     Accordion #1
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut elit tellus, luctus nec ullamcorper mattis, pulvinar dapibus leo.

     What is Face Analysis?
By taking a photo of your face through the Muhdo app we analyse 12 key skincare factors through the latest AI technology such as hydration, skin tone, wrinkles and perceived skin age.
 
This provides you with a fantastic amount of information to help you improve your skins health and appearance.








Brain Training


 £9.99



 

   Buy Now  





     What is   Face Analysis?
By taking a photo of your face through the Muhdo app we analyse 12 key skincare factors through the latest AI technology such as hydration, skin tone, wrinkles and perceived skin age.
This provides you with a fantastic amount of information to help you improve your skins health and appearance.


     What is Brain Training?
 
Brain Training calculates the rate to which your brain and cognitive health are functioning based from a variety of brain games and your cognitive skills.
 
This will then provide you with an overall BrainCognitiveAge Score, which you can then look to improve through regular Brain training and exercises.











    + Compare Kits  




    + Compare Kits  




    Find out more  




    Find out more  





DNA Health


 

£140.00


Your entry into the world of DNA discovery. Uncover the truth about your body.
100+ DNA Health Insight Reports, plus a DNA aligned workout planner and My Training Area including a huge video library.


   Buy Now  




DNA Transform


 

£259.00


Go beyond genetics with Epigenetics. Track how your lifestyle affects your genes!
Our complete genetic wellness package, discover and lower your biological age and reverse the effects of cellular ageing.


   Buy Now  




DNA 12


 

£120.00


Uncover new Health and Wellbeing Insights with a monthly subscription to DNA 12.
Over 40 new health aspects are available – with new aspects being released each and every month for the duration of your subscription.


   Find out more  




Face + Brain


 

£9.99


Discover 12 key skincare factors using the latest AI technology. Help you improve your skins health.
Calculate the rate at which your brain and cognitive health are functioning and perform regular Brain training exercises.


   Buy Now  
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Subscribe To Our Newsletter


      First Name  
  Last Name  
  Email  
     Send  




 By submitting your details you are agreeing to Muhdo’s Privacy Policy.





Muhdo Health Ltd
	Phone (UK) +44(1473) 232 428(USA) +1(888) 3250
 282(Canada) +1(888) 9642 282

	Email Info@muhdo.com

	Address Columba House, Adastral Park, Ipswich, IP5 3RE, UK

	Company number 10673236 Registered in England and Wales. 

	VAT numberGB271777767
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	Phone 01473 232428

	Email Info@muhdo.com

	Address Columba House, Adastral Park, Ipswich, IP5 3RE, UK

	Company number 10673236 Registered in England and Wales. 

	VAT numberGB271777767




      
    We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.

Accept


Privacy & Cookies Policy
   Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Non-necessary   Non-necessary

 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.







 SAVE & ACCEPT









    Please wait while you are redirected to the right page...


                                                                                      
